
Match these words to their 
opposites:

well                       unfair 

fair                        undo 

do                      unwell

Change these adjectives into 
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

rapid                                                                                                                                                

merry                                                                                                                                                 

Tick the correct type of sentence.

How far are we driving?

statement

question

Finish this sentence and use a 
comma.

At the shop I bought                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                  

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the missing word.

She                   him on the swing.

pushing    push    pushed

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                      

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write them 
correctly four times to help him.

rM                                                   

htob                                                   

dnik                                                   
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Match these words to their 
opposites:

well                       unfair 

fair                        undo 

do                      unwell

Change these adjectives into 
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

rapid rapidly

merry merrily

Tick the correct type of sentence.

How far are we driving?

statement

question

Finish this sentence and use a 
comma.

At the shop I bought 

Answers will vary

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the missing word.

She                   him on the swing.

pushing    push    pushed

She pushed him on the swing.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write them 
correctly four times to help him.

rM Mr Mr Mr Mr  

htob both both both both

dnik kind kind kind kind

a c e
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Write the opposites to these 
words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

well                                                                                                                                                

fair                                                                                                                                                

do                                                                                                                                                

Change these adjectives into 
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

rapid                                                                                                                                                

merry                                                                                                                                                

hopeless                                                                                                                                              

Tick the correct type of sentence.

How far are we driving today, 
Rebecca?

statement

question 

command

Write a sentence about what 
you bought at the shop, using 
two commas.

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                      

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the missing word.

She                   him on the swing 
for an hour.

pushing    push    pushed

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                      

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write 
them correctly four times 
to help him.

dloh                                                   

ylno                                                   

dliw                                                   

tsal                                                   
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Write the opposites to these 
words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

well unwell

fair unfair

do undo

Change these adjectives into 
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

rapid rapidly

merry merrily

hopeless hopelessly

Tick the correct type of sentence.

How far are we driving today, 
Rebecca?

statement

question 

command

Write a sentence about what 
you bought at the shop, using 
two commas.

Answers will vary

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the missing word.

She                   him on the swing 
for an hour.

pushing    push    pushed

She pushed him on the swing for an 
hour.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write them 
correctly four times to help him.

dloh hold hold hold hold  

ylno only only only only

dliw wild wild wild wild

tsal last last last last
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Write the opposites to these 
words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

well                                                                                                                                                

fair                                                                                                                                                

do                                                                                                                                                

wrap                                                                                                                                                

Change these adjectives into 
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

rapid                                                                                                                                                

merry                                                                                                                                                

hopeless                                                                                                                                            

tidy                                                                                                                                              

Tick the correct type of sentence.

How far are we driving today, 
Rebecca?

exclamation

statement

command

question

Write a sentence with three 
commas.

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                            

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the  missing word.

For nearly a whole hour, she                   
him on the swing.

pushing    push    pushed

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                      

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write them 
correctly four times to help him.

ragus                                                   

elohw                                                   

dluohs                                                   

ssarg                                                   

erus                                                  
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Write the opposites to these 
words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

well unwell

fair unfair

do undo

wrap unwrap

Change these adjectives into 
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

rapid rapidly

merry merrily

hopeless hopelessly

tidy tidily

Tick the correct type of sentence.

How far are we driving today, 
Rebecca?

exclamation

statement

command

question

Write a sentence with three 
commas.

Answers will vary

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the  missing word.

For nearly a whole hour, she                   
him on the swing.

pushing    push    pushed

For nearly a whole hour, she pushed 
him on the swing.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write them 
correctly four times to help him.

ragus sugar sugar sugar sugar

elohw whole whole whole whole

dluohs should should should should

ssarg grass grass grass grass

erus sure sure sure sure
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